Background: With the 11th revision of the International Classification of Disease (ICD) being officially launched by the World Health Organization (WHO), the significance of a formal representation for ICD coding rules has emerged as a pragmatic concern. Objectives: To explore the role of Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) on examining ICD10 coding rules and to develop FCA-based auditing approaches for the formalization process. Methods: We propose a model for formalizing ICD coding rules underlying the ICD Index using FCA. The coding rules are generated from FCA models and represented in the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL). Two auditing approaches were developed focusing upon non-disjoint nodes and anonymous nodes manifest in the FCA model. The candidate domains (i.e. any three character code with their subcodes) of all 22 chapters of the ICD10 2006 version were analyzed using the two auditing approaches. Case studies and a preliminary evaluation were performed for validation. Results: A total of 2044 formal contexts from the candidate domains of 22 ICD chapters were generated and audited. We identified 692 ICD codes having non-disjoint nodes in all chapters; chapters 19 and 21 contained the highest proportion of candidate domains with non-disjoint nodes (61.9% and 45.6%). We also identified 6996 anonymous nodes from 1382 candidate domains. Chapters 7, 11, 13, and 17, have the highest proportion of candidate domains having anonymous nodes (97.5%, 95.4%, 93.6% and 93.0%) while chapters 15 and 17 have the highest proportion of anonymous nodes among all chapters (45.5% and 44.0%). Case studies and a limited evaluation demonstrate that non-disjoint nodes and anonymous nodes arising from FCA are effective mechanisms for auditing ICD10.
Introduction
The 11th revision of the International Classification of Disease (ICD) was officially launched by the World Health Organization (WHO) in April 2007 [1, 2] . The formal representation of ICD using clinical terminologies (e.g. SNOMED CT [3] ) is one of the main goals of this revision. Put another way, an ICD diagnosis should be logically expressed using clinical terminologies to formalize the diagnosis with operational definitions. Mapping from detailed terminologies to a well-formed, complex classification by leveraging such formal definitions would provide more reliable and consistent coding of clinical data. However, practical application requires the coding rules of a classification to be explicit and machineable [4] . Ideally, these coding rules could define ''Aggregation Logics", and should be published as machine-readable logic rules by classification developers [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Formal knowledge models and knowledge-based methods can be useful in meeting these requirements. Description Logics (DLs) are a class of knowledge-representation formalisms that are used to represent the terminological knowledge of an application domain in a structured way [9] . The most notable success so far is the adoption of the DL-based Web Ontology Language (OWL) [10] as the standard ontology language for the Semantic Web. In addition, the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [11] , is a combination of the OWL DL and OWL Lite sublanguages of OWL with the Unary/Binary Datalog RuleML sublanguages of the Rule Markup Language. SWRL provides more powerful and expressive constructs for modeling rules, by extending the set of OWL axioms to include Horn-like rules [12] . It presents a simple and natural way to add actionable knowledge to the domain concept knowledge [13] . Therefore, SWRL, in combination with OWL and with DL-based reasoners, provides a generally-recognized, expert system development framework [14] . In this paper, we propose SWRL-rule axioms for formally representing ICD coding rules.
A persisting research challenge is how to leverage description logics and SWRL to maximally reuse existing domain knowledge 1532 within a classification while also dealing with incompleteness of the domain knowledge. In reality, many classifications, including the current versions of ICD, rely on indentations, typographic conventions, index entries, and established professional coding lore as a basis for conveying the rules of coding [4] . These rules can be quite elaborate, specifying complex inclusion and exclusion criteria for assignment to a specific code, but the rules and logic about how exactly to undertake this are rarely obvious or explicit [4, 5] .
To address these challenges, we explore a model for formalizing ICD coding rules, based upon Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) [15] . FCA is a generic structure of lattice-building algorithms, based upon mathematical lattice theory, which permits visualizing partial or incomplete order in an information lattice, and its consequences [15, 16] . FCA provides an automatic way to derive the conceptual structures of data contexts that are based on objectattribute-value relationships, and then to transform these data contexts into a concept lattice [13] . The resultant lattice provides unique and powerful features for both knowledge representation and visualization.
Furthermore, FCA has also been demonstrated for modeling DLbased terminologies and ontologies. Kalfoglou et al., pointed out that every attribute column in the cross table of the formal context in FCA can be viewed predicatively in the sense of description logics [16] . Kim et al., proposed a concept analysis approach for an OWL ontology based on FCA [17] . Sertkaya demonstrated that FCA can be used to support the bottom-up construction of description-logic knowledge bases [9] . Baader et al., proposed an FCAbased approach for completing description-logic knowledge bases and demonstrated that the extended knowledge base is complete in a certain, well defined sense [18] . Jiang et al., developed a visualization and modeling tool for the composite expressions of SNOMED CT using FCA technique [19] . Jiang, et al also developed and evaluated an approach for auditing SNOMED CT using an FCA-based model, in which anonymous nodes, identified from the concept lattice, are used as a candidate proxy for the semantic completeness of SNOMED CT contents [20] .
In this paper, our hypothesis is that reformulating ICD coding rules underlying the existing domain knowledge in the language of FCA would provide a basis for supporting domain experts as they evaluate whether a modeled domain contains all relevant information required for formalization. In other words, this may provide a novel approach for auditing the application domain. The objectives of this study are to explore the role of FCA in formalizing ICD10 coding rules and to develop FCA-based auditing approaches for the formalization process.
Background

ICD index and coding rules
ICD is the global standard to report and categorize diseases, health-related conditions, and external causes of disease and injury in order to compile useful health information related to deaths, illness and injury (mortality and morbidity) [2] . The purpose of ICD is to permit the systematic recording, analysis, interpretation and comparison of mortality and morbidity data collected in different countries or areas and at different times. ICD is used to translate diagnoses of diseases and other health problems from words into an alphanumeric code, which permits easy storage, retrieval and analysis of the data [21] .
ICD-10 comprises three volumes: Volume 1 is the Tabular List that contains the main classification. It indicates the categories into which diagnoses are attributed, facilitating their sorting and counting for statistical purposes. There is a ''dagger and asterisk" system in Volume 1 which provides two codes for diagnostic statements: (i) an underlying generalized disease (marked with a dagger) and (ii) a manifestation (marked with an asterisk) in a particular organ or site which is a clinical problem in its own right. Volume 2 provides guidance to users of ICD, including standards for recording and coding, together with much material on practical aspects of the classification's use. Volume 3 is the Alphabetical Index to the classification, containing ''lead terms" with other words (''modifiers" or ''qualifiers") at different levels of indentation under them. Usually, the lead term is the name of a disease or pathological condition, while the indented terms refer either to varieties of the condition, the anatomical sites affected by it, or circumstances that affect its coding. Coders are expected to look up the disease or condition as a lead term and then find variations, such as etiology or anatomical site, indented beneath it to disambiguate coding [21] .
According to the basic coding guidelines provided in Volume 2, the Alphabetical Index in Volume 3 contains many terms not included in Volume 1, and coding requires that both the Index and the Tabular List should be consulted before a code is assigned. As the main goal of this study is to represent explicitly the coding rules underlying the existing domain knowledge in a machine readable format, both the existing ICD categories (i.e. Tabular List) in Volume 1 and the existing ICD Index in Volume 3 are treated as the primary source materials.
Basic notions of Formal Concept Analysis
Many published papers and books describe the features of FCA in detail [15, 16, 22, 23] , here we briefly introduce some basic notions and features to help explain the modeling process in next section. In FCA, a (one-valued) formal context is defined as a triple comprising a set of formal objects, a set of formal attributes and binary relations expressing which attributes describe each object. Usually, a formal context can be represented by a cross table (see Fig. 1 ). In many use cases, we may find that the relations between the objects and the attributes are a set of values rather than binary relations. Thus a many-valued formal context could also be expressed in a cross table. However, FCA uses conceptual scaling [15, 23] , to transform many-valued formal contexts into a one-valued context.
Graphically, a formal context could be visualized by a line diagram of a concept lattice (see Fig. 2 ). A concept lattice consists of the set of formal concepts of a formal context and the subconcept-superconcept relations between the formal concepts. Each node in a concept lattice represents a formal concept, for which its meaning is interpreted by a set of formal objects (extension) and a set of formal attributes (intension). In other words, the extension covers all objects belonging to this concept and its child nodes while the intension comprises all defining attributes for this concept and its parent nodes. The labels for each node are usually displayed on the lattice; the FCA literature refers to these labels as own objects and own attributes (Note: We underscored these two Fig. 1 . A one-valued formal context for a candidate domain I22 (i.e. Subsequent myocardial infarction). Note that the column of attribute ''unspecified site" is highlighted and this indicates that the attribute and its binary relation with the code ''I22.9" are completed manually.
terms throughout the paper to indicate them as formal terms of FCA), respectively. Retrieving the extension of a node (i.e. a formal concept) from a concept lattice is achieved by tracing all paths which lead down from the node to collect the formal objects; retrieving the intension is achieved by tracing all paths which lead up in order to collect all formal attributes. A node without a label for its own object in a concept lattice is called an anonymous node.
FCA provides a means to represent the semantics underlying a concept definition [22] , and has been applied to many knowledge representation areas such as ontology building [24, 25] , ontology mapping and merging [26, 27] , lexical databases and taxonomy modeling [28, 29] . FCA is also advocated as a mechanism to represent and process context knowledge in domains such as the description of patient cases, interpretation of therapeutic decisions and the representation of rules [30] .
OWL, SWRL and Protégé
OWL is the most recent development in standard ontology languages from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [10] . OWL was developed for ontology modeling by building hierarchies of classes describing concepts in a domain and relating the classes to each other using properties. OWL can also represent data as instances of OWL classes-referred to as individuals-and it provides mechanisms for reasoning with the data and manipulating it [10, 31] .
OWL provides limited deductive reasoning capabilities, however, and recent work has concentrated on adding rules to it. The Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) allows users to write Hornlike rules [12] that can be expressed in terms of OWL classes and that can reason about OWL individuals. A SWRL rule contains an antecedent part, which is referred to as the body, and a consequent part, which is referred to as the head. Both the body and head consist of positive conjunctions of atoms. Atoms in these rules can be of the form C(x), P(x,y), sameAs(x,y) or differentFrom(x,y), where C is an OWL class, P is an OWL property, and x,y are either variables, OWL individuals or OWL data values. SWRL provides deductive reasoning capabilities that can infer new knowledge from an existing OWL ontology [11, 31] .
In practice, SWRL has been used to build a rule base on top of the Tooth Positional Ontology represented in OWL, so as to assist a dental decision-making on a missing tooth [32] . In another use case, SWRL was demonstrated to be useful in the design of a heart-failure expert system [33] . Several studies demonstrated how the Semantic Web ontology and rule languages, OWL and SWRL respectively, can also support temporal knowledge models (used for supporting the representation of time-oriented research data) needed in clinical-research data management to integrate low-level representations of relational data with high-level domain concepts [31, 34] . In this study, we propose SWRL rule axioms as a formal representation of ICD coding rules.
The Protégé system is an open-source, ontology-editing environment and knowledge-base framework developed by Stanford Medical Informatics [35, 36] . In its ''Classic" mode, it uses a frame-based representation formalism [37] . The Protégé editor also supports editing RDF(S) and OWL ontologies. Compared to other systems, the main strengths of Protégé are the transparency of its user interface, its extendibility and increased functionality (such as merging) through use of plug-ins, as well as its support for different formats that can be imported and exported [38] . Protégé SWRLTab is a development environment for working with SWRL rules in Protégé-OWL. It supports the editing and execution of SWRL rules and also provides high-level Java APIs that support the creation and modification of SWRL rules in an OWL ontology [39] . In this study, we use Protégé to build an FCA-based auditing tool and adopted the Protégé SWRLTab Java API to generate SWRL rules.
Representing FCA-based model in SWRL
Even though FCA can serve as a guideline for modeling ontologies, and ICD coding rules in our case (as illustrated in Section 3.1), it does not provide a representational formalism that would facilitate knowledge sharing and reasoning. Reasoning, in particular, is an important aspect of the modeling effort because it ensures consistency and accuracy of the designed ontology. Earlier work by Haav proposed a logic model for a concept-lattice based ontology representation and demonstrated that the model would help an ontology designer to transform automatically an ontology represented in an FCA concept lattice to the rule language [40] . For the transformation in this model, concepts are mapped as constants in the rule language, while Predicate ''isa" is used to represent partial order relationship between concepts. Horn-logic based rules [12] for lattice axioms and for lattice operations are also defined. Similarly, Wang, et al proposed some extensions to represent FCA-based ontologies in SWRL instead of defining a new logic model [41] . In their transformation model, concepts in an ontology are defined by owl:Class; inheritance relationships are defined by rdfs: subClassOf; and the non-taxonomic relationships (e.g. the greatest common subconcept and the least common superconcept) between any two concepts in a concept lattice are defined in SWRL rules.
The main advantage of using SWRL is that it is based on OWL, which is a World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) recommendation, and hence is widely used in different knowledge engineering communities. Additionally, many open-source as well as commercial tools are available that allow editing and reasoning with OWL ontologies and SWRL rules. Consequently, we adopted SWRL for representing the domain knowledge transformed from a concept lattice.
Methods
In this section, an FCA-based model for formalizing ICD coding rules and FCA-based auditing approaches are described. A prototype of a Protégé-based auditing tool was developed to support the ICD auditing process. A systematic auditing was performed on all ICD10 chapter domains to determine potential improvements in ICD. Case studies and a preliminary evaluation were performed for validation.
3.
1. An FCA-based model for formalizing ICD coding rules 3.1.1. Building the formal context for a specific domain
In contrast to the traditional ''lead term" oriented organization of ICD index terms, we explored a domain oriented approach. In this paper, we regard any three-character code that contains subcodes as a candidate domain. For instance, the three character code ''I22" (i.e. Subsequent myocardial infarction) contains four subcodes. The ''I22" code together with its four sub-codes is regarded as a candidate domain. Table 1 shows the index entries attached to these four codes. Of them, the code I22.1 has two index entries while the others have only one.
In the language of FCA, the data in Table 1 can be interpreted as a formal context, in fact a many-valued formal context. Table 1 may be understood as a structure that contains a set of formal objects (whose names are the sub-codes of I22) and a set of formal attributes (whose names are the atomic terms dissected from the index entries). For FCA applications, the many-valued formal context can be transformed to a one-valued context, or Boolean form, by conceptual scaling. We dissected each index entry into atomic terms and used these terms as attributes. Still using the data in Table 1 as our example, the index entry of the code I22.0 may be dissected as: ''infarct", ''infarction", ''myocardium", ''myocardial", ''subsequent" and ''anterior". For simplicity, we do not distinguish and merge synonyms and ignored those atomic terms in parentheses. Fig. 1 shows a cross table of the one-valued formal context transformed from the data in Table 1 . The Xs checked in each cell indicate a binary relation between a formal object (i.e. an ICD code) and a formal attribute (i.e. an atomic index term).
Note that the column ''unspecified site" is highlighted, this indicates that the attribute and its binary relation with the code ''I22.9" are completed manually according to the approach described in section 3.2.
Visualizing the modeled domain using concept lattice
Besides the cross-table representation, there is a graphical representation of formal contexts using the line-diagram form for the concept lattice. Fig. 2 shows a line diagram of the concept lattice for the context given in Fig. 1 . The lattice contains exactly the same information as the cross table. Each node in the diagram represents a formal concept of the context and the ascending paths of line edge between the two nodes represent the sub-concept and super-concept relations. The codes I22.0, I22.1, I22.8, I22.9 are each attached to their own nodes. These codes are called the own objects of the nodes. The four nodes also have their respective attributes (i.e. the atomic index terms) that differentiate them. These attributes are called the own attributes of the nodes. For instance, the node with the code I22.0 attached has an own attribute ''anterior".
Differentiated by these own attributes, the four nodes are disjoint from each other, this implies disjoints among the four ICD codes attached to these nodes; this is consistent with the four codes being sibling category codes in ICD. In addition, these four nodes share the common attributes (e.g. subsequent, myocardial) from their common super-node (viz. the top node in the concept lattice). The common attributes are the own attributes of the super-node whose own object is equivalent to the parent code I22 of those four ICD codes.
Therefore, the concept lattice may, in a natural way, represent the taxonomic relations for the codes in a candidate domain of ICD, and the disjoint relations within the domain.
Generating SWRL rules
The subconcept-superconcept relation of a concept lattice is transitive, which means that a formal concept is a subconcept of any formal concept which can be reached by traveling upwards from it. If a formal concept has formal attributes, then those attributes are inherited by all its subconcepts [23] . Taking advantage of this transitive feature of the concept lattice, we developed an automatic transformation algorithm that generates SWRL rules from a concept lattice. Fig. 3 shows the pseudocode for the transformation algorithm.
In order to formalize ICD coding rules, we introduce a semantic model to build the relationship between ICD codes (i.e. extensions of a node) and the descriptors from the index terms (i.e. intensions of a node). Using the candidate domain I22 as an example, we introduced relationships ''hasDiseaseType", ''hasAnatomicalSite" and ''hasTemporalRelation" into this domain. Table 2 shows the domain and range of the relationships in the proposed semantic model. The allowed domain values include the code I22 and its four sub-codes. The allowed range values are the index terms in separate categories, i.e. ''DiseaseType", ''AnatomicalSite" and ''TemporalRelation". With this partially completed domain knowledge, we transform the coding rules in candidate domain I22, represented as a concept lattice in Fig. 2 , automatically into SWRL rule axioms.
In this study, SWRL rules are written in OWL class and properties. For the semantic model introduced in the candidate domain I22, those relationships (i.e. properties in Table 2 ) are represented as OWL object properties. The domain values (i.e. the code I22 and its four sub-codes) and range values (i.e. index terms) in 2 are represented as OWL classes. The head part of a SWRL rule corresponds to an atom described by a condition of an ICD code (i.e. a domain value) and the body part of the rule contains the conjunctions of atoms described by the conditions of the object properties and the index terms (i.e. range values). Fig. 4 shows a set of SWRL rules representing the coding rules for candidate domain I22. Rule-1 in 4 asserts that a disease that is a type of infarction and hasAnatomicalSite myocardium and hasTemporalRelation subsequent should be coded to the code I22. Rule-7 in Fig. 4 asserts a disease that meets the conditions of the code I22 and hasAnatomicalSite anterior (wall of myocardium) should be coded to the code I22.0.
FCA-based auditing approaches
For the formalization process, we developed two auditing approaches to establish whether a modeled domain contains the relevant knowledge.
Disjoint check approach
As mentioned above, a concept lattice formed by FCA can be used to model the taxonomic relations and disjoint relations among the codes in a candidate domain. Within a candidate ICD domain, ideally all sibling codes should be disjoint; this would facilitate the traditional use of ICD codes for administrative and statistical purpose. 1 When we render ICD index terms as the descriptors to describe ICD codes in a concept lattice, we should also expect these kinds of disjoint relations. If we find that a lattice node with an ICD code attached as its own object is not rendered as disjoint with nodes where its sibling codes are attached as the own objects, then we conclude that descriptors for this specific code are missing from the index terms. Using the candidate domain I22 as an example, when we transform the original formal context as indicated by Fig. 1 (i. e. without adding the column of ''unspecific site"), a concept lattice would be generated like Fig. 5 . We note that the lattice node attached to code I22.9 becomes a super node of other nodes with its sibling codes I22.0, I22.1 and I22.8 attached. This indicates a descriptor (e.g. unspecific site) is missing for the code I22.9 and should be completed by the domain experts.
We call the method described above a ''Disjoint check approach" that can be used to identify the missing knowledge of a candidate domain.
Anonymous node check approach
In our FCA model, when we render ICD index terms as descriptors for ICD codes in a concept lattice, we note some lattice nodes are generated without any label for its own object. These nodes are called anonymous nodes. Consider a candidate domain I44 (i.e. Atrioventricular and left bundle branch block) as an example, Fig. 6 shows the concept lattice generated for the modeled domain. We identify two non-disjoint nodes having the codes I44.6 and I44.7 using the disjoint check approach above; we also note two anonymous nodes (indicated by the arrows) in the concept lattice. Checking the own attributes (i.e. index terms) for these two anonymous nodes, the upper node has an own attribute ''atrioventricular", and the lower node has an own attribute ''heart". This suggests that a category ''atrioventricular block" should be considered as a super-code of the codes I44.0, I44.1, I44.2 and I44.3.
We refer to this method as the ''Anonymous-node check approach." It can be used to help domain experts re-examine the category grouping of a candidate domain.
A Protégé-based auditing tool
We developed a prototype of the auditing tool using the Protégé system. In this study, we used the 2006 version of ICD10 category codes in a MS Access database table and ICD10 Index in an Excel CSV file (provided by WHO) and Protégé version 3.4 beta.
We first represented the contents of ICD10 using a frame model in Protégé. A JAVA-based loading program using the Protégé frame API was developed to import the contents of ICD10 into the Proté-gé. Each ICD 10 category is represented as a Protégé Class and the hierarchical relations among ICD10 categories are represented as the superclass-subclass relation in Protégé. The slots ''Index_Term" and ''Index_Atom" of a meta-class were created for each category and the corresponding index terms were imported as values of slot ''Index_Term" and the atomic terms dissected from all index terms were imported as the values of slot ''Index_Atom". Preparatory to invoking the SWRL features of Protégé, we converted all contents of the frame-represented ICD10 categories into an OWL ontology, using the built-in export feature of the Protégé.
We developed a Protégé Tab plugin for FCA-based auditing and SWRL rule generation. The tool linked ICD contents with our previous FCA-based visualization tool in Protégé [19] [20] (see also http://www.informatics.mayo.edu/LexGrid/index.php?page=fca). 6 . A concept lattice generated for a candidate domain I44 (i.e. Atrioventricular and left bundle branch block). The arrows indicate two anonymous nodes in the concept lattice. The upper node has an own attribute ''atrioventricular" attached, and the lower node has an own attribute ''heart" attached. For readability, we did not show the own attribute labels in each node of the concept lattice. This allows users to choose an arbitrary domain from the ICD10 hierarchy and automatically generate a formal context and a concept lattice (as described in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2).
Domain reviewers may inspect a concept lattice generated for auditing a specific target domain using the two auditing approaches described in Section 3.2. Correspondingly, we developed a systematic auditing approach for all ICD10 chapter domains (see Section 3.4).
For SWRL rule generation, a semantic model is required to build the relationship between ICD codes and the descriptors from the index terms (as described in Section 3.1.3). We developed a semantic model (see Table 2 ) and represented it in Protégé. We further developed a prototype user interface for capturing domain knowledge from users, by linking a descriptor with a specific relationship while transforming the domain knowledge represented in a concept lattice into SWRL rules. For instance, the domain users are asked to assign each index term as a subcategory of one of three categories ''DiseaseType", ''AnatomicalSite" and ''TemporalRelation". Once complete, SWRL rules are automatically generated using Protégé SWRL Tab API and can be browsed in built-in Protégé SWRLTab plugin (see Fig. 4 ).
Auditing ICD10 chapter domains
Using the two auditing approaches, we developed a systematic auditing approach in our Protégé auditing tool for all ICD10 chapter domains (i.e. any three character code that contains sub-codes) for all 22 chapters of ICD10. Table 3 lists the name of the 22 ICD10 chapters in the 2006 version and the number of the candidate domains in each chapter.
For each candidate domain audited, the number of lattice nodes, the number of non-disjoint nodes, the name of the ICD code attached to each non-disjoint node, and the number of the anonymous nodes are calculated automatically using an algorithm in our Protégé auditing tool.
At the chapter level, the number of the candidate domains that have non-disjoint nodes identified, and the number of candidate domains that have anonymous nodes identified are also calculated automatically using an algorithm in our Protégé auditing tool. We aggregate the proportion of anonymous nodes (i.e. the number of anonymous nodes over the number of lattice nodes) from each candidate domain and provide a profile of aggregation results at the chapter level.
Case study and validation
To provide inspection and interpretation evidence, we conducted case studies. A small set of sample contexts was randomly selected from those candidate domains that have non-disjoint nodes or that have one anonymous node. We then reviewed and analyzed the non-disjoint nodes and anonymous nodes and describe the findings and suggestions. As a preliminary evaluation, the findings and suggestions were sent by email to two ICD developers and two ICD indexers for validation. The usefulness of the findings and suggestions is evaluated in the aspects of whether they are ''reasonable", ''useful" and ''important". A 1-5 scale is used for each of the three aspects, with 1 indicating ''strongly disagree" and 5 indicating ''strongly agree".
Results
Chapter auditing results
In all, 2044 contexts from the candidate domains of 22 chapters were generated and audited. Table 3 also lists the number of candidate domains for each chapter.
A total of 692 ICD codes were identified for review from the non-disjoint nodes in all chapters, the distribution of the retrieved codes for each chapter is shown in Fig. 7 . Through this profile, we found that chapters 19, 20, 21 had the highest numbers of the nondisjoint ICD codes (n = 120, 66 and 65 respectively). Table 4 shows all 30 ICD codes identified for review from chapter 9 (i.e. Diseases of the circulatory system (I00-I99) ). In addition, we aggregated and profiled the proportion of candidate domains that have non-disjoint nodes. Fig. 7 also shows the results of the profiling. We further found that chapters 19 and 21 have the highest proportion of candidate domains for review by the non-disjoint method (61.9% and 45.6%, respectively).
We identified 6996 anonymous nodes from 1382 candidate domains. Fig. 8 shows a distribution of the proportion of the candidate domains that have anonymous nodes identified among all Factors influencing health status and contact with health services (Z00-Z99) 84 Chapter 22
Codes for special purposes (U00-U89) 5
Total 2044
chapters. Chapters 7, 11, 13 and 17 have the highest proportion of candidate domains with anonymous nodes (97.5%, 95.4%, 93.6% and 93.0% respectively). In addition, we aggregated and profiled the proportion of anonymous nodes (i.e. the number of anonymous nodes over the number of lattice nodes) from each candidate domain. Fig. 8 also shows the results of that profiling. We found that the chapters 15 and 17 have the highest proportion of anonymous nodes (45.5% and 44.0% respectively).
Case study results
We randomly selected two candidate domains that have one non-disjoint node for human-based review.
Sample domain 1: Other pulmonary heart diseases (I27) The candidate domain I27, from ICD10 Chapter 9 (Diseases of the circulatory system), contains five subcodes, i.e. I27.0, I27.1, I27.2, I27.8, I27.9. Fig. 9 shows the modeled domain in a concept lattice. Using our disjoint check approach, we identified that there is a non-disjoint node attached with the ICD10 code I27.2 in the concept lattice. This node shares the attributes (i.e. index terms ''pulmonary nec, hypertension, hypertensive") with the node having ICD10 code I27.0, but does not have its own specific attributes to make it disjoint from I27.0 node and other sibling codes. This indicates at least one attribute (i.e. index term) is missing from the code I27.2. Through analyzing the index terms attached to both nodes, we found that there is an attribute ''primary" for the I27.0 code, so we suggest an index term ''secondary" as an attribute for the I27.2 code.
Sample domain 2: Rheumatic aortic valve disease (I06) The candidate domain I06, from ICD10 Chapter 9 (Diseases of the circulatory system), contains five subcodes, i.e. I06.0, I06.1, I06.2, I06.8, I06.9. Fig. 10 shows the modeled domain in a concept lattice. Using our disjoint check approach, we identified that there is a non-disjoint node attached with ICD10 code I06.1 in the concept lattice. This node shares the attributes (i.e. index terms ''rheumatic, aortic, insufficient, insufficiency") with the node having ICD10 code I06.2 attached but does not have its own specific attributes to make it disjoint from the I06.2 node and other sibling codes. This indicates at least one attribute (i.e. index term) is missing from the code I06.1. Through analyzing the index terms attached to nodes I06.0, I106.1 and I06.2, we found that there is an attribute ''stenosis" for the codes I06.0 and I06.2, so we suggest adding an index term ''without stenosis" as an attribute for the I06.1 code. In addition, we randomly selected two candidate domains having anonymous nodes for human-based review.
Sample domain 1: Toxic liver disease (K71) This candidate domain K71, from ICD10 Chapter 11 (Diseases of the digestive system), contains 10 subcodes, i.e. K71.0-K71.9. Fig. 11 shows the modeled domain in a concept lattice. Using the anonymous-node check approach, we identified that there are 3 anonymous nodes that have no label attached as their own objects. Checking the own attributes for these three anonymous nodes, the upper node has an own attribute ''with", the middle one has ''hepatitis nec" and the lower one has ''chronic". We suggest that in middle anonymous node, a category ''Toxic liver disease with hepatitis" may be worth adding as a supercode of the codes I71.2, I71.3, I71.4, I71.5 and I71.6. For the lower anonymous node, a category ''Toxic liver disease with chronic hepatitis" may be worth adding as a supercode of the codes I71.3, I71.4 and I71.5. The upper anonymous node may not require its own attribute as ''with" is a common term, though a combination model might be considered.
Sample domain 2: Malignant neoplasm of brain (C71) This candidate domain C71, from ICD10 Chapter 2 (Neoplasms), contains 10 subcodes, i.e. C71.0-C71.9. Fig. 12 shows the modeled domain in a concept lattice. Using our anonymous-node check approach, we identified that there are 8 anonymous nodes that have no label attached as their own objects. Checking the own attributes for these eight anonymous nodes, each node has at least one own attribute attached. For instance, the leftmost node has an own attribute ''lobe", this may imply that a category ''Malignant neoplasm: By lobe" may be worth adding as a supercode of the codes C71.1, C71.2, C71.3 and C71.4. Similarly, a domain user can also check other anonymous nodes and their attached own attributes to determine if a new category can be named meaningfully for grouping a set of existing codes in this domain.
In total, three of four evaluators responded to our questionnaire. All three evaluators ''agreed" (a score of 4 on our 5-point scale) that most findings and suggestions derived from our auditing approaches are ''reasonable", ''useful" and ''important". Table 5 shows the validation results for all four candidate domains in terms of ''reasonable", ''useful" and ''important". Fig. 13 shows the general flow of our approach in this study, where ICD codes and Indexes are represented using an FCA-based model (in terms of formal context and concept lattice), on which the auditing approaches are developed. Additionally, ICD coding rules are generated from the FCA model which is then represented in SWRL to facilitate knowledge sharing and reasoning.
Discussion
Scope of this study
ICD10 Volume 2 provides practical coding guidance to ICD users [21] . Obviously, some of its statements could be regarded as a kind of coding rule already existing in the current ICD. For instance, the coding guideline for Volume 1 mainly addresses the conventions used in the tabular list and the usage of ''dagger and asterisk" system, e.g. stating that the asterisk categories must always be used in addition to a dagger code. In our approach, if the dagger and asterisk system applies to an index entry, we would generate a set of coding rules to apply to both codes (i.e. a dagger code and an asterisk code) attached to the index entry.
As another example, the coding guideline for ICD10 Volume 3 mainly addresses the arrangement, structure and conventions of the Alphabetical Index, in which cross references such as ''see", ''see also", ''coded as" are used to avoid unnecessary duplication of Index terms. We have not yet represented these underlying semantics, in part because they are vague, but it is not difficult to visualize how such rules could be created as a next auditing step.
While the rules and guidelines for mortality and morbidity coding described in Volume 2 are outside the scope of this study, we believe the coding rules generated in this study could provide the basis for formalizing rules about these specific use cases in the future.
About the FCA model
In this paper, we proposed a FCA based model for formalizing ICD coding rules. We sought to reuse the domain knowledge underlying the ICD Index. We proposed a domain oriented approach that renders the dissected index terms together with ICD10 codes within a candidate domain and formed a formal context in the language of FCA.
In formal concept analysis, the elements of one type are called ''formal objects", the elements of the other type are called ''formal attributes". ''Formal objects" need not be ''objects" in any kind of common sense meaning of ''object". But the use of ''object" and ''attribute" is indicative because in many applications it may be useful to choose object-like items as formal objects and to choose their features or characteristics as formal attributes [23] . In this study, ICD codes within a candidate domain were modeled as the Postprocedural disorder of circulatory system, unspecified (I97. 9) formal objects and the atomic terms derived from the index entries as the formal attributes; we consider these assumptions to be ''natural" as we intended to use atomic terms to describe ICD codes.
To dissect the index terms, we simply used the atomic terms (including single words or phrases) separated by the original ICD index. For inflections like ''infarct, infarction", ''myocardium, myocardial" that are separated by a comma, we took each of them as an atomic term and did not merge them. We noticed that the ICD index has some lexical conventions, for instance, as indicated in the guideline for the ICD Index, ''parentheses have a special meaning which the coder must bear in mind. A term that is followed by other terms in parentheses is classified to the given code number whether any of the terms in parentheses are reported or not" [21] . We defer formalizing these complicated lexical instructions for future work.
The FCA process encodes the problem of multiple relations in the definition of (many-valued) multi-contexts and allows the transformation of a multi-context into a meaningful structure of concept lattices [42] . In this study, the formal attributes (i.e. atomic terms) can be regarded as a kind of ''nominal scale". The conceptual scaling not only plays a role in transforming a many-valued context (e.g. Table 1 ) to a one-valued context (e.g. Fig. 1 ), but also plays a role by partitioning the data into separate classes [23] , i.e. in this study, differentiating ICD codes into separate nodes on a concept lattice (e.g. Fig. 2 ).
As described above, each node in a concept lattice represents a formal concept for which its meaning is interpreted by a set of formal objects (extension) and a set of formal attributes (intension). Using the concept lattice in 2 as an example, the node attached with the code I22.0 can be interpreted by its extension comprising the code I22.0 and its intensions comprising its own attribute ''anterior (wall of myocardium)" and the inherited attributes from the own attributes of its superconcept node, i.e. ''infarct, infarction, myocardium, myocardial, subsequent". The superconcept node, the top node of the concept lattice in Fig. 2 , actually has extensions comprising all codes I22.0, I22.1, I22.8, I22.9 within the candidate Fig. 11 . The sample domain ''Toxic liver disease (K71)" represented in a concept lattice, in which we identified 3 anonymous nodes (indicated by arrows). The upper node has an own attribute ''with", the middle one has ''hepatitis nec" and the lower one has ''chronic". domain I22. The intension of the top node comprises the common attributes of the four codes i.e. ''infarct, infarction, myocardium, myocardial, subsequent". The intension attributes of the top node then are treated as descriptors of the supercode (i.e. I22) of the four codes when transformed to a rule. While a concept lattice in a modeled domain can naturally represent the taxonomic relation of the original category hierarchy, it also makes the potential non-taxonomic relations manifest. Domain experts may link the potential non-taxonomic relations between the own attribute(s) and the own object(s) manifested in a concept lattice with a semantic model. In this study, we only made a small semantic model for demonstration purpose (see Table 2 ). We believe that an enhanced semantic model for ICD10 is required for a complete formalization process. Defining a full semantic model for ICD is beyond the scope of the present study, though there are already several existing candidate semantic models available for ICD. The WHO ICD11 Revision Steering Group (chaired by the last author of the paper) recently (April 2008) created a draft semantic model for ICD by a top-down approach and the model defined a list of definitional characteristics that may in future be used for the formalization process using the techniques we describe.
In our proposed model, we demonstrated that the domain modeled in a concept lattice and the coding rules obtained from it can be transformed automatically into the rule axioms represented in SWRL. We used SWRL because it is a proposal by W3C and is likely to become a standard rule language. While the formal SWRL representation of ICD coding rules does not directly assist in the auditing process described in this study, such a formal representation of ICD coding rules would benefit both ICD developers and end users. Specifically, an integrity and consistency check can be easily made with a SWRL rule engine thus developing a robust auditing approach for ICD coding rules in the future.
Arguably, the combination of OWL-DL and SWRL leads to undecidability in reasoning. However, recent work [43] has shown that a subset of SWRL rules, called as DL-safe SWRL rules, can be obtained by restricting the rules to known individuals in an OWL ontology that retain the desirable property of decidability. In future, we plan to explore the incorporation of this approach into our framework for generating SWRL-based coding rules, which then can be used to infer additional assertions about a particular ICD code.
In addition, it is not our objective to propose SWRL as the only means for expressing the coding rules. Instead, as part of our future work, we plan to investigate Rule Interchange Format (RIF) [44] and extend our framework using RIF syntax and semantics. 
Table 5
The validation results of 4 sample domains in terms of ''reasonable", ''useful" and ''important". All scores reflect votes from three out of the four invited evaluators, w/ the exception of domain ''C71" which had only two scores for ''Reasonable" and ''Important".
Domain
Reasonable Useful Important . From leftmost to rightmost, the first anonymous node has an own attribute ''lobe"; the second one has ''pole"; the third one has ''corpus"; the fourth one has ''cerebrum" and ''crebral"; the fifth on has ''ventricle", ''plexus" and ''choroid"; the sixth one has ''anaplastic"; the seventh one has ''brain nec"; the eighth one (i.e.rightmost) has ''sarcoma" and ''unspecified site".
About the auditing approaches
Concept lattices built with FCA make concept dependencies manifest, thus making it an appealing tool for any modeler [10] . Both auditing approaches are developed according to a kind of manifestation in a concept lattice representation.
For the disjoint-check approach, a modeled domain is inspected by the non-disjoint nodes appearing in a concept lattice. As mentioned above, the non-disjoint nodes indicate that the descriptors are missing from the index terms for a specific ICD code and this makes the ICD code undifferentiated from its sibling codes in the same domain. While this is straightforward for a specific modeled domain and the related codes can be retrieved (like those in Table  4 ), we profiled all chapters of ICD10 using this approach. The distributions of non-disjoint nodes and the proportion of candidate domains that have non-disjoint nodes identified provide a profiling for all chapter domains of ICD10. We submit that this kind of profiling would be useful for ICD developers to audit problematic domains. We performed case studies and the findings and suggestions derived from two candidate domains that identified one non-disjoint node were validated by three ICD developers/ indexers as ''reasonable", ''useful" and ''important". This provides further practical validation about this disjoint-check approach.
For the anonymous-node check approach, a modeled domain is inspected by the anonymous nodes appearing in a concept lattice. An anonymous node means an own object label is missing from the node. In the ontology design community, this may indicate an unnamed concept in ontology [40, 41] . As mentioned above, we applied the anonymous node checking approach in a previous study to audit the semantic completeness of SNOMED CT [20] . In this study, we propose the method as an auditing point, suggesting to domain experts that a re-examination of the category grouping in a candidate domain may be warranted. While the information (e.g. own attributes, extensions, intensions, etc.) about anonymous nodes can be retrieved from a specific domain, we profiled all chapters of ICD10 using the approach. The distributions of the proportion of the candidate domains that have anonymous nodes and the proportion of anonymous nodes (i.e. the number of anonymous nodes over the number of lattice nodes) from each candidate domain also provide a profiling for all ICD10 chapter domains. Similarly, we performed case studies and the findings and suggestions derived from two candidate domains that have anonymous nodes identified were validated by three ICD developers/indexers as ''reasonable", ''useful" and ''important". This provides anecdotal evidence for the effectiveness of this anonymous node check approach.
Conclusions
Our FCA based model demonstrates a practical solution for formalizing ICD coding rules. The auditing approaches using FCA could not only audit the domain knowledge completeness for a specific domain, but also provide a high level auditing profile for all ICD chapter domains. Future directions of this work may focus on incorporating a comprehensive semantic model into the formalization process, developing tooling to support the domain experts for completing the domain knowledge, and mapping the atomic index terms to existing clinical terminologies.
